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SOME THOUGHTS ON EVALUATING THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 

by 

Evapotranspiration is now a well established term in climatological 

literature. It refers to the return of moisture to the atmosphere from 

a land surface through the combined processes of evaporation and 

transpiration. A distinction is commonly made between actual evapo-

transpiration, which refers to the 'evapotranspiration taking place 

under the specific conditions of a given place at a given time, and 

potential evapotranspiration, which refers - at least loosely speaking -

to the evapotranspiration which occurs under the particular condition 

of water being a non-limiting factor in the process . 

When the idea of evapotranspiration is applied to problems 

of agriculture, water resource, and the like, a water balance approach 

is often adopted . This involves comparing actual and potential eVapo-

transpiration in some way or other . This in turn involves spatial 

comparisons, whether by making maps or by making evaluations over a 

given locality from point data derived from some place in the locality 

itself or from a more distant source . Clearly, therefore, a rational 

procedure for evaluating potential evapotranspiration spatially, either 

in a chorographic sense or in terms of the value at a point which is 

distant from a given point of observation, is as important as is its 

calculation or measurement at points of observation or the evaluation 

~'( B.J. Garnier is Professor of Climatology at McGill University, This 
article is based on a talk given to the Annual Congress of the Canadian 
Meteorological Society held in Toronto in May, 1969. 
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of its variation in time, 

The evapotranspiration which actually occu.rs from the earthUs 

surface at a given place is a function of five major factors, The 

relationship can be expressed in the following way: 

where Be, roughly speaking the net radiation 9 is the energy available 

at the spot~ At is the ease with which water is carried away from the 

surface through atmospheric turbulence, Sr is the surface resistance due 

to the stomatal characteristics of the plant leaves, 0 is the so-called 

floasis effect iO which may add an energy source or drier air, and m is the 

moisture situation expressed particularly in the water supply, The last 

two of these factors D namely 0 and m, are modifyin.g influences which become 

constants so far as potential evapotranspiration is concerned. Accordingly 

for potential evapotranspiration to occur, water must be non-limiting and 

the oasis effect absent. We th~s have, 

(2) 

as an equation to express the nature of potential evapotranspiration, 

This concept, which is probably how TI10rnthwaite (Thornthwaite, 

1948) originally thought of potential evapotranspiration although he does 

not seem to have expressed it in this way, is in many ways theoretical 

and does not conform to some c.urrent definitions of the term. I.n particular, 

the idea of Ep is often related to a particular plant covering usually 

short grass freely transpiring (Penman, 1948). lfuder such conditions the 
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factor Sr must be taken out of the bracket in equation (2)~ which could 

then be written for, say, grass in the form 

Epg = f(Re ~ At> o,m. (3) 
Srg, 

and in similar form for forest, or corn or mangrove swamp. 

For universal applicability, however, the form as in equation 

(2) is to be preferred to equation (3). The former concept means that 

the variables involved in potential evapotranspiration become manageable 

in terms of surface, radiation and weather characteristics. This not 

only provides a sound physical basis for evaluating the variation of 

potential evapotranspiration from place to place but also offers a 

rational procedure for calculating the value of the term itself . MOst 

formulae for calculating potential evapotranspiration include temperature 

and humidity conditions in some way or other. However, since these 

temperature/humidity conditions are a result and not a cause of evapo = 

transpiration, such elements can only be used to calculate potential 

e'\Yspotranspiration if based on measurements where potential evapo-

t ranspiration is, in fact, taking place. Hence, the necessity for 

empirical adjustments in Ep formulae using ifcommon1y available meteorological 

datau• 

It is not, however, the purpose of this disucssion to consider 

critically methods of evaluating potential evapotranspiration. The aim 

is to examine the concept expressed in equation (2) to see if this offers 

a rational approach to evaluating the distribution of potential evapo-

transpiration. Present methods for doing this seem to need re- examining. 

They are largely based on interpolating from the calculations of Ep at 

different points and, therefore, in the absence of an unrealistically 
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dense net work of observation points, necessarily ign.ore the impol'tant 

variations due to nature's topographic variety. The lattet' ~altD howewe.r ~ 

be readily observed from maps and air photographs p and OI!.cce thi~ is tri@tde 

clear p'!'o1Yides a more or less permanent foundSltion on whi~h to wlOltk 0 C~:re 

might go to a«::hiev'e the goal of a rationalll. methocd for e'wdUl@ti:mg the 

distribution of potential evapotranspiration~ 

In equation (2)~ the energy factor can be expressed a~ 

R = R ~ G e n 

where Rn is net radiation and G is the heat flux into (or out of) the 

ground. The latter is usually small over time periods of a day Oil' ],onger 

alnd v in the present context v becomes even more manageable sin~e we alre 

dealing with a fully moist (C,onoition. 'rhu~ D the large vari!!i.ble in. this 

term is Rn. 
Recent work at McGill University has shown how topographi~ 

variations in. net short=wave radistion income ~an be e't"ldll,Elted from the 

observation of a s:i.ngle p representative site (Ga:t"tllier and OhmurB p 1968 9 

1970). An essential req-uirement for this is to have observatiollSl of global. 

and sky diffuse radiation which can then be fed into a basi<\! f01rInll1]ae 

explained elsewhere (Garnier and Ohmura v 1970). This formula is used in 

conjuncction wi th a map grid 9 made sufficient 1y fine for the lSlreal bei,ltRg 

studied 9 which gives the gradient 9 azimuth 9 and albedo at e,a~h interse((;.t:i.oOn 

of the grid. Testing shows the resulting map of topographic 1fadatlon in 

with an extreme aecura~y limit of about ±15%. The next step in the present 

context is to see if surch a map iCan be used 8.6 a basis for e'v'.::lllu&ting Rn. 
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Work. already done by .John Davies (Daviers ~ 1967) ~ has pointed the way to 

how this might be achieved. He haa shown that a good statistical relation

$hip o~er periods of ten days or more exists between short=wave radiation 

and the daytime net radiation balance 9 which is the important element 

in evapotranspiration. It is now a question of examining this relationship 

mo~e ~losely and seeing how it operates in respect to sloping surfaces. 

If reHabiU,ty in this can be achieved 9 thent:he Re term necessary to 

solving equation {2~ p~eseots no major problem. 

The two terms At and Sr should also be capable of evaluation 

from basic principles in mu~h the same w~y as Rec The aim would be to calculate 

turbulence~ At~ as a product of surface character and wind speed~ and 

surface resistance~ Sr~ in terms of plant covering, 

Under neutral conditions and with a constant Zop At is already 

k.nown ,\i3 a Ht':!ear function of wind speed {Szie(c:2;~ Emdrodi 9 and 'Iajchmao s 1969), 

It is to he hoped that the vigourous work now proceeding in the aerodynamic 

field will provide a basis for a sufficiently a~curate e~'aluation of At; 

for different plant coverings and air flow:6~ for this term to be given a 

meaning whi©h can then be in©luded in equation (2) for a particular surfa~e 

by using the wind speed information available from standard weather maps, 

Simila:x:'ly ~ since we are dealing always with a funy transpiring surface ~ 

it ought to be possible to interpret 81' as a factor which is related solely 

to the nature of the plant covering. 

If the objectives outlined can be achiewed in this way'J a 

powerful tool of applied meteorology will have been discovered. The 

con~ept of potential evapotranspiration as expressed in equation (2) 

provides a base from which to work. in many water resource and utilization 

problems. Ways already exist of evaluating actual evapotranspiration by 

reference to Ep and rainfall or in a more ac~urate way if ne~essary by 
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reference ~o a combination formula su~h ae suggested by Tanner and 

Fuehs ~1968). MU~h of the weakness in the work to date lies in the 

unreliable nature of the spatial distribution evaluation for Ep. However 

a~©urate the cal©ulation or measurement of this at a point may be v the 

resulting interpolation over area :1.8 only as ac©urate as the basis of 

the ints!:'polation. Usually this basis :I.s weak sin;e:e it neglects the 

interwening surface '\,.ariation. 'rhe approach suggested here is a way 

to help rectify this. 

To a©hieve it will require a good deal of research. In. 

parti~ularv it will be ne©es~~ry to examine carefully how Ep behaves 

in relation to the varIables of equation (2) 85 wen as to investigate 

fully the basitl for evaluating the,:;e va:dables. One should 9 however ~ 

always be ©onscious of the accuracies and time scales needed in water 

resour©e work. 'rhe6e are not neces:.sarily as fine as in the physic$! 

laboratory or a:3 in the study of the de'~elopment of thermals due to 

ground hea~ing. Time periods of a few days or longer are used for 

irrigation ~nd an ac©uracy sufficient to maintain water availability 

to the p~nt is all that is required. Even ~ruder estimates will probably 

do for m~ny hydrological j.nve~tlgati.ons. 

Giwen this context 9 the approach suggested here could well 

operate with the required ec©uracy on 8 COaTser network of ~tations 

than ilii at ttlt'e:sent 'required for work udng temperature and humidity 

alS the basi~ of Enraluli>tioli. Moreover 9 the radiation/weather/:surfac,e approach 

is also physiccaU.y sounder than many nlethod~ at present used. Research 9 

t:oo~ can be rcoI'lcentrated in lind.ted local ities 9 with the ob'qious advantage 

of thus being ab :~e to operdte Bophili3t1.t:ated equ:'pment with highly trained 

people 9 instead of spre.iidirllg the 'res ources thinly over many plat:es 0 If 

the resultlS are then incorporated into -]fl'oceOures which fUIl.I!:'i.ament<il1y 
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use only radiation 9 surface character ~ and the weather to evaluate 

potential evapotranspiration 9 the applications could be both widespread 

and fruitful. 
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A COMPU'TE R PROGRAMME FOR DETE RMINING 
DIRECT SHORT~WAVE RADIATION INCOME ON SLOPES 

by 

R 0 F 0 FUGGLE ~'\ 

Computer programmes for determining direct short~wave radiation 

income on slopes have been presented by Ohmura (1969), and by Garnier 

and Ohmura (1969). Recent applications of these programmes have revealed 

minor errors 9 as well as several inconveniences to users. The programmes 

accompanying this note attempt to rectify these points while adhering 

closely to the original versions. The programmes are written in 

Fortran IV, 

The most significant change from the previously published 

programmes is in the determination of the optical air mass when the sun 

is within twenty degrees of the horizon, As originally written the 

programmes inadvertently maintained a value of 2.90 for the optical 

air mass throughout this range, As a result there was overestimation 

of radiation totals at low sun altitudes 9 particularly with a high atmospheric 

transmission coefficient. In the tropic.s steep (300 or more) east and 

west - facing slopes were in error by as much as 20 lys , day=l with an 

atmospheric transmission coefficient of 0.70 , At 8So latitude an 

overestimation of up to 10 langleys per day occurred at the summer 

solstice for an atmospheric transmission of 0 . 60 . By allowing the 

air mass value to vary between 2.90 (at 700 ) and 30,0 (at 900
) the 

present programmes remove the overest-i,mation of direct solar radiation 

'k R.F. Fuggle v formerly Lecturer in Geography in the University of South 
Africa~ is completing his doctoral degree in Climatology at MeGill 
University . 
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that was occurring at low sun elevations. 

Two further corrections were found to be necessary. Firstly, 

the specification of the initial hour angle and the increments of azimuth, 

gradient and hour angle in the original programmes were not sufficiently 

precise to avoid small but cumulative rounding errors. This source of 

error has been removed by a more exact presentation of the variables 

concerned. Secondly, a small error resulting from a change in the value 

of the sun's hour angle between two parts of the same calculation has 

been removed. 

In an attempt to improve user convenience the following changes 

have been implemented: 

a) The appropriate value of the intensity of extra-terrestrial 
radiation is now selected by the programme, thus eliminating 
the need to refer to a solar ephemeris • For this purpose 
a mean value of 2.00 cal , cm , -2mi . - l for the solar constant 
is accepted, and the variation produced by changes in the 
Earth's radius vector thus lies between 1.94 and 2 . 07 cal.cm . - 2min.- 1 

b) The programmes now require a selection card to be read 
for each table of values printed . Any number of selection 
cards may be used. This procedure allows the user to obtain 
results for a single situation, or for as many situations 
as required; unwanted results are no longer automatically 
produced. 

c) As most persons are more familiar with latitude and 
solar declination expressed in degrees as opposed to radians, 
input may now be given in degrees, and decimal part thereof. 
e.g. 230 30' = 23.50 , Experience has indicated that latitude 
and solar declination need only be expressed to the first 
decimal place in order to avoid errors exceeding 0.5 langleys 
per day. Atmospheric transmissivity, however, must be accurately 
specified to at least two decimal places as an error in the 
second decimal will give errors up to 5 lang1eys per day. The 
accuracy of the results obtained from the programmes presented 
is, therefore, strongly dependent on the accuracy of the coefficient 
of atmospheric transmissivity . 

The two programmes illustrated here, and placed at the end of 

this article for convenient reference, are basically similar . The first 

produces a table of daily totals of direct solar radiation on slopes with 

gradients between 0 and 900 and with azimuths between OO(North) and 1800(South). 
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Azimuth values between 1800 and 3600 are not required when dealing with 

daily totals as the values are symmetrical to those between 1800 and 00
• 

The second programme produces an hour by hour listing of the direct 

solar radiation on a slope of given gradient and azimuth. 

PROGRAMME DESCRIPTIONS 

The programmes listed are self-contained main programmes 

and require no subroutines. 

Input. One card is read by the programme per selection and the 

programme terminates when selection cards are exhausted. There is 

no limit to the number of selection cards that may be used. The 

selection card is required in order to specify the latitude, solar 

declination and atmospheric transmissivity to be used in the computation; 

in the second programme, the actual gradient and azimuth of the slope 

under consideration must 8,1so be supplied. 

Columns 

1 - 6 

7 - 12 

13 - 16 

Contents 

Latitude. Latitudes south of 
the equator are denoted by a 
~egative value. The keypunched 
value should have a decimal point . 

Solar declination. 
south of the equator 
by a negative value. 
punched value should 
decimal point. 

Declinations 
are denoted 
The key

have a 

Atmospheric transmissivity. 
A decimal point should be punched. 

For programme two only. 

17 - 21 

22 · - 26 

Slope Azimuth. Values between 
o and 3600 are permissible. O=N, 
90=E, 180=S, 270=W~ 360-N. A 
decimal point should be punched. 

Slope Gradients. Values between 
o and 900 are permissible. A 
decimal point should be punched. 

Example 

- 23.50 

023.50 

0.75 

090.0 

030.0 
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Data Cards: No date cards are required. 

Deck Setup: Selection cards are placed immediately following the 

main programme. 

Output: Programme 1: Output listing includes latitude, solar 

declination, and atmospheric transmissivity, as read from the selection 

card. This is followed by a table giving the daily total of direct 

solar radiation for values of slope azimuth (0 to 180°) and slope 

gradient (0 to 900
) at ten degree intervals. 

Programme 2: The values read from the selection card are 

listed. A three column tabulation follows, giving the solar time, 

direct solar radiation falling on the slope during the proceeding hour, 

and the total direct solar radiation received. 

Programme MOdification: A different format may be employed 

for the selection cards by altering the format statement concerned. 

Should integration for periods other than twenty minute 

intervals be desired adjustments must be made to the statement in 

which the hour angle is incremented, and to the constant in the statement 

determining the radiation value (20.0 in the present programmes). It 

should be stressed that a twenty minute increment has been utilised as 

this reduces the execution time of the programme to one tenth of the 

time required by one minute integration without sacrific.ing accuracy. 

Under present constraints the programmes perform integration 

over a sixteen hour period. In instances where the sun is above the 

horizon for more than sixteen hours per day modification of three 

statements is required: the initial setting of the hour angle, and 

the two checks that terminate looping of the programme. In the listed 

programmes the initial hour angle is set at 0340 hours, causing the 

first calculation to be performed at 0400 hours (i.e. 0340 + 20 mins.) 
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looping is terminated when the hour angle exceeds 2000 hours. 

Error Messages 

Should solar declination inadvertently be given a value 

exceeding 23.50 the selection will be skipped and the following 

message will be printed: vOSelection skipped because of unallowable 

declination UO. 

Oper ati ng e t l on::! 

No special instructions are required for use of the programmes 

on an IBM 360 system. Data set 5 is used for input and data set 6 

for output. No s~ratch tapes are required. 

Timing 

Execution time for programme 1 using one selection card is 

36 secs. employing an IBM 360 model 75 with an IBM 2501 card reader 

as input ~ and an IBM 1403 as output. Execution time for programme 2, 

with one selection card~ is 30 secs' 9 u~ing the same equipment as 

fol' progr amme 1. 
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Progr amme One 

C ThIS PROGRA~ ~ILL CALCULATE THE DALLY TOTAL Gf DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION 
c •.•..••.•.••••••.•.••....•......•..•......•.•...•........•.....••.....•.••.•.•. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

PAIUflHE~S: 

f 
f( 

G 

LATITUDE, IN [jEGREES. SCUTH NEGaTIVE. 
: ANGLE Cf DECLINATION Of THE SUN I~ DEGREES. SOUTh NEGATIVE. 
: ATMOSPHERIC TRANS~lSIVITY, GIVEN AS A UECIMAL. 

C I<EI'ARKS: 11 THIS PROGRAM PRINTS A 14BLE Of VALUES ~lTH SLOPE AND AZIMUTH 
I~ TEN DEGR~E INCRfME~TS. C 

C 
C 

21 VALUES fOR T~E SOLAR CCNSTANT ARE SELECTED BY THE PROGRAM. 

C US4GE: THIS IS A MAIN PROGRAM AND RE~LIRES ~G SUBRCUTINES. 
C 
C ~EThCD: DESCRIBED IN GAR~IER,B.J. AND A. CHMURA,"4 ~ETHCD OF CAlCUL4TING 
C T~E DIRECT S~GRT~AVE RADIATION INC(ME OF SLOPES", JOURNAL CF 
C APPLIED METECROLOGV, VOL. II, 1968. 
C •••••••••••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 

D I I':E NS I (jI, C;; 091, H" 1 S 1 
C REAt SPEClfICATICN CARD (ANGLES IN CEGREES'. FORMAT rs C2F6.0,F4.01 

99 REAOl5,lC(,END=7If,fC,G 
C hEAD PRINT (IT TABLE 

~IUTE(6,ICll F,fO,G,(I,I=lC,1BO,lCI 
C CCNVERT OEGI'EES TC RACIANS fCR C4LCLlATICN 

f=f*17Ij~ .3E-5 
fO=FO*1/4~.3f-5 

C EST~ELISh SINES 
Sf=SINIFI 
SFO=SINlfCI 

C ESTABLIS~ C£~INES 
Cf=CCSIF' 
CfG=CCS If( 1 

C SELfCTIGN OF SCLAR CLNSTANT. 
IF(FO.GT.C.411 I GO Te 6 
IfIFG.Lc.O.411 1 SUL=1.S4 
IflFG.lT.0.341 ) SGl=1.S7 
IFIFC.Ll.C.2C5 I SGL=I.SG 
If(FG.lT.O.068 1 SGL=£.02 
IFIFG.lT.-0.0681 SOL=£.04 
IF(FC.lT.-O.2051 SOL=~.Ct 
IF(fG.L1.-0.3411 SUL=£.C7 
IFlfO.ll.-0.4111 GG IC 6 

C HdTlHE vIHLES. 
IB=O 
B=C.O 

1 A=O.O 
CC 4 1=1,19 
C;;Ill=C.C 
X=-lCSltl*Sll'tiBI 
V=SlN(lll*SINIAl 
Z=CCSIBI 
Tl=IX*Sf+Z*CFI*CFC 
T2=I-X*Cf+Z*5FI*SFC 

C SET hUuR A~(LE TC C340 ~(LRS. 
W =- 218 1 • t 7 1:- 3 

C INC~E~ENT H(U~ 4~GlE tiy ~o MINLTES 
~ W=Iv+S72t .5E-5 

C ChECK whEThER HouR ANGLE EXCEEUS £OCC HOLRS. 
1FI".GT.~.l1 GC TC 4 

C CtIERM1~c C(Sl~E OF SuN5 ZE~ITh ANGLE. 
~C=CFu*CF*cuSl~I+SFO*SF 

C CETERMl~E C(SINE OF ANGLE BETwEEN SCLAR tiEA~ 4~O NCR~AL TC THI: SLCPE. 
~2=-Y*Sl~Iwl*CFG+Tl*CC~(wl 
Q f=Q2+T ~ 

l C~ECK ~~EThER SUN IS AtiCVE hCRIlCN 
Iflr.;O.LC.O.OI Gl. TO 2 

C ChECK wrEThER SLept IS IN SH~CCh 

IFI~I.Lc.C.OI GU TO 2 
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C [tIER~I~E OfTI~4L 4IR MA~S. 5EC4~T APROXIMAJIC~ 10 TC 70 DEGREES) 
~1=1.0"C 
IF'Ql.LI.~.91 GC 10 3 

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C DETER~INE OfTILAL AIR MAS~ FGR 10 TO 90 DEGREES. 'S~IT~SGNI4N rA~LESI. 

IF(Cl.Gf.114.tl QC=30.0G 
IFIQ1.11.1l4.6) "<;;.:,,6.<;6 
IFI<;;1.ll.38.2CI CQ~1C;.7<; 

IFICl.LI.~2.931 CQ=15.36 
IF(Cl.Ll.16.361 CC=1£.44 
IF(Ql.lT.12.74) ""=10.39 
IFtCl.lT.10.43) "'= 8.90 
IFtCl.LT. 8.E4) CQ= 1.17 
IFCCI.Ll. 7.~61 CC= 6.86 
IF(Cl.ll. 6.161 QQ= 6.18 
IF(Ql.ll. 6.C61 CC= 5.6C 
IfCCI.LT. 5.491 CQ= 5.12 
IfICl.ll. 5.021 CQ= 4.72 
IF(CI.lI. 4.62) CQ= ~.31 
IF('l.lT. 4.~81 C;;C= 4.07 
IfICl.ll. 3.<;91 CC= 3.8~ 
If(Ql.LT. 3.741 ""= 3.59 
IflQl.ll. 3.521 "Q= 3.39 
IFlCI.LT. 3.33) CQ= 3.21 
If(Cl.lT. 3.151 CQ= 3.05 
IF(CI.Ll. 2.991 CQ= 2.90 
U=CQ 

c ............................................................................... . 
C CCMPLTE T~E~TY MINUTc RAGIATIGN VALLES AND ADO TC TOTAL. 

3 Q(1)=~tll+20.0.S0l.lG •• ~I)*CT 
C CHECK h~ET~E~ HOUR ANGLE HAS REACHEC 2000 HOLRS. 

IF(w.LT.".lI GG TG 2 
C l~C~EMENT A~I~UTH ~y 10 DEGREES. C(~vEPT Te R4DJANS. 

4 "=A+114~.3E-4 
C RCUNe OFf TCTAL RADIATION TO NEAREST ~HOlE NLMeER. AND PRINT RESULT. 

DO 5 fooI= 1 t 19 
5 H; (M 1 = (;; ( .. ) +0.5 

IIRlTEl6r-lC2)IB,I<;; 
c l~CRE~ENT 5lCPE ANGLE BY 10 DEGREES. CCNVERT TO RADIANS. 

IB=IB+IC 
B=B+114!.3E-4 

C CHECK SLOPE A~GlE DOcS ~(T EXCEED qO DEGREES. 
IF(B.lT.l.61 GO TO I 
GO TO <;S 

6 IIRlTE(o,lC41 
GO TO 90; 

1 .RITE'lIdO) 
STGP 

c ••••.••.•••..•••••.••.•••••••••..••••••••.••.•..•..••••••••••.•••••••.••••.•.•• 
100 FORMAT(~ft.0.~4.0) 
101 fORHAT'1~1/50X,·TAB~E Cf DIRECT RACIATICN CN SLCPES·1121X. 

1·lATITUtE·tfq.2.20X,·DEClI~ATIONt .f9.2t20X,·TRA~SMISIVITY·,f1.2111 
2qH 4NGLE OF50Xt'4ZI~~Th OF SLOPEl t /12H SLOPE 01616/) 

102 FORHHllt-. ,15tlSI6) 
le3 fORMATUtU) 
104 FORHATl~5HOSElECTIUN SKIPPED BECAUSE OF LN4LlG~ABLE DECLINATION 

c ....•....•.....••....•......•......•............•..•..........•........•.....•. 
END 
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Pragr amme Tva 

C THIS PROGR~~ WILL C~LCUL~TE AND PRINT THE HOUR BY HOUR CONTRIBUTION 
C OF CIRECT SOLAK RADIATION ON A SLOPE. A RUNNING TOTAL IS MAINTAINED. 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -
C P~R6METERS: 
C F 
C FO 
C G 
C A 
C B 

LATITUDE, IN DEGREES. SOUTH NEGATIVE. 
ANGLE OF DECLINATION OF THE SUN IN DEGREES. SOUTH NEGATIVE. 
ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISIVITY, GIVEN AS A DECIMAL. 
AZIMUTH OF SLOPE, 0 TO 360 DEGREES. 0=N,90=E,lBO=S,270=W. 
GRADIENT OF SLOPE, 0 TO 90 DEGREES. 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

USAGE: THIS IS ~ MAIN PROGRAM ~ND REQUIRES NO SUBROUTINES. 

METHOD: 

C 

DESCRI~ED IN GARNIER,B.J. AND A. OHMURA,"A METHOD OF CALCULATING 
THE DIRECT SHORTwAVE RADIATION INCCME OF SLOPES", JOURN~L OF 
APPLIED METEOROLOGY, VOL. 11, 1968. 

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
C REAC SPECIFIC~TION CARD (~NGlES IN DEGREESI. FORM~T IS 12F6.0,F4.0,2F5.01 

99 RE~O{5,lOO,ENO=5IF,FO,G,~,B 
G HEAC PRINT OUT TABLE 

2 WRITEI6,10LIF,FO,G,A,B 
C CONVERT DEGREES TO RADIA~S FOR C~lCUL~TION 

3 F=F*1745.3E-5 
4 fO=FO*1745.3E-5 
5 A=~*1745.3E-5 

6 B=B*1745.3E-5 
C EST~8lISH SINES 

7 SF=SIN(FI 
8 SFO=SINIFOI 

C ESTABLISH CUSINES 
9 Cf=COS(f) 

10 CfU=COS(FOI 
C S~LECTION UF SOLAR CONSTANT. 

11 If(FO.Gl.0.411 I GO TO 4 
12 IFIFO.LE.0.411 I SOL=I.~4 
13 IF(FO.LT.0.341 I SOl=I.~7 

14 IF(fO.LT.0.205 ) SOL=1.99 
15 (F(FO.LT.0.068 ) SOL=2.C2 
16 IFIFO.LT.-O.06el SUL=2.04 
17 IFIFO.LT.-O.20~) SOl=2.C6 
18 IF(FO.LT.-0.341J SOL=2.C7 
19 IFIFO.LT.-O.411J GO TO 4 

C INlT lATE VALUES 
20 Q=O.O 
21 SQ=O.O 
22 ICOUNT=O 
23 X=-COS(AJ*SINIB) 
24 Y=SINIBJ*SINIAJ 
25 l~CO~IBJ 
26 Tl=(X*SF+Z~CFJ*CFO 

27 T2=(-X*Cf~l*Sf)*SFO 

C SET HGU~ ANGL~ TO 0340 HOURS. 
28 w=-21bl.67E-3 

C SET HCUR ANGLE AT ~HICH fIRST VALUE ~ILL HE P~INTED. 

24 I1IME=0500 
C INC~~~ENT h[UR A~GLE BY 20 MINUTES 

30 1 w=w~87L6.5E-? 
31 ICGU~T=ICOU~T+l 

C DETlRMINE CLSINE OF SUNS ZENIT~ ANGLE AND TEST WHETHER SUN IS ABOVE HORIlUN. 
32 QC=CFu*CF*CUS(w)+SFC*SF 
33 IFIQD.LE.O.CI GO TL 3 

C DETER~INE CLSINE OF ANGLE BETWEEN THt SOLAR BEAM AND THE NORMAL TO THE SLUPE. 
34 Q2=-Y*Sl~I~I*CFO+Tl*COS(wJ 
35 QT=QZ+T2 
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C CheCK II1~T SLOPE I:. I\iOT If'I St-AlJLII. 
36 IF[QT.Ll.O.O) GO TO 3 

C lJeTER~INE GPTIC.L AIR MASS, SECANT APRUXIMATIC~ [0 TO 7C DEGREES) 
37 Q1=~~S(1.0/(QU+1.0l-12)1 

38 IF(Q1.LT.2.9) GO TU 2 
c ........................... __ .................................................... . 
C OETER~INE OPTIClL AIR M~S$ FeR 7C TO 90 lJEGREES. (S~ITHSO~I~~ T~BLESI. 

39 IF(Ql.Gl.114.cl QQ=30.00 
40 IF(Ql.LT.114.61 QQ=2t.qt 
41 IF(Q1.LT.Jtl.201 OQ=19.79 
42 IF[~1.LT.22.~31 WQ=15.3t 
43 IF(Q1.LT.16.3HI QQ=12.44 
44 IF[Q1.LT.12.741 QQ=10.39 
45 IF[Ql.LT.lO.43) CQ= 8.90 
46 IF[Q1.LT. 8.84) QQ= 7.17 
47 IF(Ql.LT. 7.66) QQ= 6.88 
48 IF[Ql.LT. 6.76) QQ= 6.18 
49 IF(Ql.LT. 6.06) QQ= 5.60 
50 IF(Ol.LT. 5.49) OQ= 5.12 
51 IFIQ1.LT. 5.02) QQ= 4.72 
52 IF(Ql.LT. 4.62) OQ= 4.37 
53 IF(Q1.LT. 4.28) QO= 4.07 
54 If(Ql.LT. 3.991 QO= 3.82 
55 IF(Ql.LT. 3.741 QQ= 3.59 
56 IFI01.LT. 3.521 QQ= 3.3S 
57 IF(Ql.LT. 3.331 QQ= 3.21 
5 8 I F ( Q 1 • LT. 3. 15 1 Q "1= 3. 0 5 
59 IF(Ql.LT. 2.991 QQ= 2.90 
60 "11=QQ 

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
C DeTERMINE TwENTY ~INuTE VALUE A~O ADD Te TCTAL. 

61 2 Q=Q+20.0*SOL*IG**Q1I*QT 
C StT NEGATIVE VALUES EQU~L TC ZERO 

62 IfIQ.LT.O.O) Q=O.O 
C PRI~T VALUES EVERY HOUR. 

63 3 IF(ICOUNT.NE.3) GO TO 1 
64 SQ=SQ+O 
65 wRITE[6,102) ITIME,Q,SQ 
66 Q=O.O 
67 ICOUNT=O 
68 ITIME=lTIHE+IOO 
69 IfllTIME.LE.2000) GO TO 1 
70 GC TO 9G 
71 4 wRITE(6,104) 
72 GO TO 99 
73 5 wRITE(6,103) 
74 STOP 

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
75 100 FORMATI2F6.0,f4.0,2F5.01 
76 lQl FORMATIIHl/45X,'HOURLY CONTRIBUTION OF SOLAR RADIATION ON SLOPES'I 

1/10X, 'LATITUDE',F7.2,lOX,'OECLINATION',F7.2,10X,'TR4NSMISIVITY', 
~F6.2,10X,'41IMUTH',f7.2,10X,'ANGLE',F6.2/1/35X,'HOUR',25X,'v4lUE', 
325X, 'TOTAL' II 

77 102 FORMATIIH ,34X,14,24X,f6.1,24X,F6.1. 
78 103 FORM4TlIH1) 
79 104 FORMATI55HOSELECTIO~ SKIPPED BECAUSE OF UNALLOWABLE DECLINATION 

80 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••. 

END 

NOTE: Card decks for each of these programmes may be obtained for $5 each 

programme or $8 the pair. Please send orders to Department of Geol?;raphy 
(Climatology), McGill University, Montreal 110, P.Q., Canada. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE SKY-LINE ON THE INCIDENCE OF 
DIRECT SHORT-WAVE RADIATION 

BY 

ATSUMU OHMURA 

When the sun is at 8 low "altitude,. it" :is "evident that high 

obstacles such as mountains and buildings will cast shadows, causing a 

decrease in the incidence of direct short-wave radiation. Such obstructions 

are called iisky-line disturbances". The effect of a sky-line disturbance 

is related to the position of the sun, the angular height of the sky-line 

measured from the site and the three-dimensional orientation of the slope 

at the site. This effect is extremely small in lower latitudes and is 

also negligible in middle latitudes in summer. However, in mid-latitude 

winters and in high latitudes (over 60°) at all seasons, sky-line disturbances 

may appreciably influence the amount of direct short-wave radiation falling 

on a slope, and their effect needs to be taken into account in many calculations 

(Garnier and Ohmura, 1968). 

Previous attempts to devise methods to allow for the influence 

of sky-line disturbance include those of Garnett (1935), Asai (1951) 

and Ozawa (1962). Garnett tried to solve the problem by drawing many cross-

sections on topographic maps, along which the solar beam would pass. This 

solution was restricted to a few individual cases by the great labour involved. 

Asai attempted to map the distribution of direct radiation by making a 

model of the topography with no vertical exaggeration of the relief, while 

Ozawa devised an instrument with which he measured the times of local su~ 

rise and sunset in the field. 

In the present article a method is proposed which describes the 

relations between local time, azimuth and the altitude of the sun, and then 
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SINSIG=S~RTll.0-~C**2) 
DU~O=CCSIFOI*SI~IF)*COSlft)-SINlfO)*COSIF) 
HI=[jU~C/SINSIG 

S I "O=.6Z I*CU MO 
IFISIMO) eOl, 802, 802 

801 AZI=-1.0*AZI 
802 1<=1 

IFIAZI.GT.-0.70) K=Z 
IFIAZI.GT.-0.571 K=3 
IFIAZI.GT.-0.421 K=4 
IFIAII.GT.-0.26) K=5 
IFIAZI.GT.-O.08) K=6 
IFIAZI.GT. 0.081 K=7 
IFIAZI.GT. 0.26) K=9 
IFIAZI.GT. 0.571 K=10 
IFIAZI.GT. 0.70) K=11 
IFIAII.GT. 0.821 K=12 
IFIAZI.GT. 0.85) K=13 
IFIAZI.GT. 0.961 K=14 
IFIAZI.GT. 0.991 K=15 
IFIW) 10C,100,101 

101 K=30-K 
100 IFIQD.lT.HI1,J,KII GC TO 6 

Fig. 1 . A Dia!;ram Illustrat.inl<; the Calculation of the Sky-line, 
Nith an extract from the relevant computer prograrn!ne. 
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using an electronic computer,compares the altitude of the sun in a 

particular azimuth with the altitude of a local horizon. If the sun is 

higher than the horizon, the computation of direct short-wave radiation is 

executed, if not» the computation routine skips to the next time interval. 

The height of the sky-line in ' any given direction can be obtained 

from a topographic m~p. and expressed in terms of the elevation angle of 

the highest obstruction~ as shown in Fig. 1. Since the tangent of the 

elevation angle is the easiest to derive from a map, the diagrams given 

in Fig. 2 h~ve been prepared to readily derive the tangent of the sky-

line elevation along each required azimuth. Fig. 2 (a) is a diagram whic h 

when drawn on transparent paper, can be laid over a map so that the horizontal 

distance from a point to a possible sky-line obstruction along each required 

azimuth can be measured. The elevation angle of these possible obstacles 

can be obtained by reference to the values of horizontal distance and 

difference of elevation shown on the graph given in Fig. 2(b). The largest 

value of elevation in each azimuth is the angular height of the sky~line 

for that azimuth /< 

If the azimuth of the sun is measured clockwise from the south, 

the relationship between the azimuth of the sun (c) and the three-

dimensional direction of the sun can be expressed in the local co-

ordinate system as shown in Fig . 3(a). If a unit vector S in the global 

system Fi g . 3(b) is transferred into the local system : 

·k 

s (0 I cos <5 , sin <5 ) (I) 

If extreme accuracy is not required~ this procedure can easily be 
programmed by adding the data-set made of the altitude of each 
point to the azimuth and maximum gradient. 

" : ,I ' ~. I> \ i • ,. ., .. , 
I d ~ : ' 
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Fig. 2. Diagrams for Calculating the Height of the Sky-line along 
Different Azimuths. 

(a) 

(b) 
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where o is the declination of the sun (positive in the northern 

hemisphere) and t.. are the direction cosines of the local coordinate 
1J 

axes with respect to the global coordinate system, and are expressed as: 

cosl;cosH t22 = -sinH t32 cosl;cosH 

-cosr; 

where l; is the latitude and H is the hour angle measured from solar noon, 

positively towards west and negatively towards east. 

Therefore 

or Sl = coso sinl; cosH - sino cosl; (2 ) 

On the other hand, from Fig. 3(a): 

cos£ = (3) 

sinll 

where 11 is the zenith angle of the sun. 

Combining (2) and (3): 

cos£ = 
coso sinl; cosH - sino cosl; (4) 

sinll 

Another relation between r· and C, l;, and H will be given by a well-

known equation for the zenith angle of the ~un: 

COSll cosl; coso cosH + sinl; sino (5) 

Removing 11 by means of equations (4) and (5): 

. 2 2 sin l; cos cosH-cos r;sin6 2 . . 2 
Sln 11+00S 11=( ) + (cosl;cosocosH+slnl;slno) (6) 

COSE 
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X3 

Zenith 

Fig. 3. Local and Global Co-ordinate vector systems for calculating 
Surface Radiation Values. 

(a) 

(b) 
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and rearranging equation (6) for € 

2 
cos E = (sin~cos8c~SH - cos~sin8)2 

1 - (cos~cos 8 cosH + sin~sin8)2 

Since the denominator of equation (7) is never less than zerp, it follows 

that if cosE(sin~cos 8 cosH - cos~sin8) ? 0 

COSE sin~cos8cosH - cos~sin 8 
(8) 

11 - (cos~cos8cosH + sin~sin8)~ 

and if 

COSE (sin~cos8cosH ~ cos~sin8)< 0 

then 

COSE = sin~cos8cosH - cos~sin 8 

1 1 - (cos~cos8cosH + sin~sino) ~ (9) 

The use of one of the last two equations will enable one to obtain 

the azimuth of the sun E ,which will then pick up the corresponding 

height of the local sky-line that was previously stored in the computer 

programme, as shown in the programme extract included in Fig. 1. Then 

the necessary comparison between the altitudes of the sun and the obstacle 

can be made. 

A pilot study using this method was carried out on Lac Hertel, 

a small lake surrounded by the steep walls of an extince volcano, MOnt 

St.Hilaire (lat.4S0 N). The surface of Lac Hertel was described by a 

coordinate system using a rectangular grid with fifty yard intervals. The 

altitude of the sky-line for each grid intersection was measured in the 

way previously explained, from an azimuth of 0400 through south to 3200
, 
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for each ten degrees of azimuth. The 29 azimuths were numbered and 

stored as subscripted variables in the computer programme together with 

the other subscripted variables indicating the two-dimensional location 

of each point on the lake. The calculated values of cos E in equations 

(8) and (9) were then related to the subscripts for the sky-line. The 

subsequent process is the same as the method previously described by 

Ohmura (1968) and Garnier and Ohmura (1968). '!h.e results of this 

computation showed that, at this latitude, even such a rugged topography 

as that of Mont St. Hilaire with its 20-250 slopes bas a negligibly small 

influence for most of the year. However, when the sun's declination is less 

than _200 sky-line effects should be taken into account. 
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THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR 
RADIATION IN SOUTHERN QUEBEC 

A PROGRESS REPORT 

by 

R. D. PETERSON~'( 

This study involves the measurement and analysis of the 

effect of different weather situations on the spatial distribution of 

shortwave solar radiation in Southern Quebec. The investigation was 

initiated in order to find out the size of the area for which solar 

radiation measurements from a single base station would enable one to 

make accurate maps of the topographic variation of radiation. The 

maps will be produced by using the methods and computer programmes 

developed by Atsumu Ohmura (Ohmura, 1969; Garnier and Ohmura, 1968; 

Ohmura,1968). 

In other words, the area of validity of the single base 

station's measurements has to be determined. For this purpose the 

area of validity has been defined as the area in which the daily 

total of shortwave global radiation at any point is within 20% of 

the daily total of radiation measured at the base station. The 

measurements which will be analysed in this article were made during 

August, 1969. 

The base station was the MCGill Climatological Station at 

Mont St. Hilaire, which is located 26 miles east of downtown MOntreal. 

ok R.D. Peterson is a graduate of MCGill University and a Research 
Assistant in Climatology in the Department of Geography. 
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The station is in an apple orchard , 700 feet above sea level and 500 

feet above the St . Lawrence lowland which surrounds it . The equipment 

used at MOnt St. Hilaire consisted of a Kipp and Zonen pyranometer to 

measure global radiation and a LLntronic dome solarimeter with a shade 

ring for the determination of sky-diffuse radiation. The outputs of 

these sensors were recorded on a Leeds and Northrup Speedomax H 

MUltipoint recorder. Daily totals of radiation were found by integrating 

the strip-chart records with a planimeter. 

Two actinographs, measuring global and diffuse short-wave 

radiation respectively, were also located at MOnt St . Hilaire . The 

actinographs are operated all year-round whereas the other instruments 

were in operation from August 2nd to September 8th, 1969. We are 

particularly interested in the actinograph records covering the period 

May 1st to September 30th, 1969 in order to make maps of radiation which 

existed during the growing season . 

Portable equipment in use consisted of two Lintronic solari

meters each connected to separate battery-operated Rustrak strip~chart 

recorder-amplifier systems. The solarimeters were mounted on a cross

shaped wooden base which provided slopes of 20° in four directions " 

Only global radiation was detected by this equipment. 

The portable equipment was first located at Rougemont which 

is 8 miles from MOnt St. Hilaire on a bearing of 130°. Near the end 

of August the equipment was located at Yamaska which is 17 miles from 

MOnt St. Hilaire on a bearing of 120°. 

Scattergrams were drawn to display actinograph daily totals 

versus the Kipp and Zonen and Lintronic daily totals of global, diffuse , 

and direct radiation at MOnt St . Hilaire. The data used covered the 

period August 2nd to August 13th. 
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Equations of the best fitting lines were as follows: 

GLOBAL: y = 0.79x + 21 

DIFFUSE ~ y ::: 1. l2x - 154 

DIRECT ~ y = O.92x + 78 

where y = actinograph totals (ly/day) 

x = solarimeter totals (ly/day ) 

It was found that the data from August 20-24 which was 

examined later, also fits these equations. 

From the diffuse equation it can be seen that the diffuse 

actinograph should read negative for radiation totals less than 137 ly/day. 

An examination of the scattergrams suggests that an accuracy better 

than 10% is unlikely to be achieved for daily totals using actinographs. 

However, weekly totals should be accurate within 10%. These figures 

may be slightly revised after more data is analysed . 

TABLE ONE 

COMPARATIVE RADIATION VALUE AT MONT ST.HILAIRE AND ROUGEMONT 

1969 
Date 

ST .HILAlRE ROUGEMONT SLOPE 
Rougemont 
Measured 
Global 
(ly /day) 

Rougemont 
Predicted 
Global 

Rougemont 
Global 
Predic·ted 
Measure'd Global Diffuse Direct Azimuth Elevation 

Aug . 5 446 
Aug . 6 423 
Aug . 7 342 
Aug . 13 469 
Aug . 14 313 
Aug . 20 601 
Aug . 2l 597 
Aug . 22 390 
Aug . 23 489 
Aug . 24 499 

231 
218 
261 
253 
216 

77 
101 
169 
109 
127 

215 East 
21)5 East 

81 East 
216 North West 

97 North West 
524 North East 
496 North East 
221 North East 
380 North East 
372 North East 

180 

18° 
180 

20.50 

20 . 50 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

500 
418 
306 
396 
255 
610 
518 
322 
478 
588 

425 
403 
329 
421 
289 
507 
508 
344 
400 
411 

0 . 85 
0.96 
1.08 
1.06 
1.13 
0.83 
0 . 98 
1.07 
0.84 
0.70 

Table One displays the daily totals of global, diffuse and 

direct radiation as measured by the Kipp and Zonen and the Lintronic 

sensors mounted horizontally at Mont St. Hilaire; the daily totals of 

global radiation on various slopes measured by the portable equipment 
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at Rougemont; the predicted daily totals of global radiation on the 

Rougemont slopes; and the ratio of predicted to measured values of 

the Rougemont global radiation figures. 

The predicted Rougemon.t global totals were calculated from 

the MOnt St. Hilaire direct and diffuse daily totals with the aid of 

the tables for daily total direct ,_ short-wave radiation on slopes 

available in Ohmura (1969) and the use of Kondrat'yev's equation for 

sky-diffuse radiation received by slopes~ 

where D9 daily total of sky-diffuse radiation on a slope of 

gradient Q and Dh daily total of sky-diffuse radiation on a 

horizontal surface. 

No strong correlation between the various weather situations 

and the Rougemont predicted to measured ratio has been found yet. 

The weather factors which were used to define each dayOs weather 

situation were the type of pressure system dominating the area as 

shown on 7 a.m. surface weather maps; the amount of cloud cover, 

taken as the average of the 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. observations at MOnt 

St. Hilaire; the visibility, taken as the average of the 8 a.m. and 

6 p.m. MOnt St.Hilaire observations; and the partial pressure of water 

vapour at the surface calculated from the 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. screen 

level wet and dry bulb temperature at MOnt St.Hilaire. 

It can be seen from Table One that the largest deviations 

from unity of the Rougemont global predicted to measured ratio are in 

the < 1 direction, i.e. the measured value is often less than the 

predicted value. This implies that the amount of radiation received 

at MOnt St. Hilaire, upon which the predictions are based, may often 

be less than the amount received at Rougemont. This effect might be 
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due to the fact that MOnt st. Hilaire is closer to the MOntreal air 

pollution sources than is Rougemont. Alternatively, a local pollution 

source from a nearby industrial plant near the mountain may be influ

ential. 

If this explanation is correct, then the Yamaska site 

should tend to receive even more global radiation than Rougemont» as 

it is further away from both pollution sources. Thus one would expect 

to encounter even smaller predicted to measured ratios in the Yamaska 

data. The Yamaska data will be analysed in the near future to 

check out this hypothesis. 
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RESEARCH REPORT 

The urban climate and micro-scale advection studies under 
the direction of Dr. T.R. Oke (see BULLETIN No, 5 pp. 1-20 and No. 6 
pp. 26-43 respectively) are all in the stage of analysis, and final 
results are anticipated during the summer months . 

Richard Fugg1e, who is studying infra-red flux divergence 
and other characteristics of the urban atmosphere at night, has 
completed sufficient observations to conduct an interim analysis 
before deciding areas of special emphasis. The results of his study 
will be very helpful to David Yap who is formulating a Ph,D, research 
proposal to study the urban eddy fluxes, Brett Maxwell in studying 
the Montreal urban heat island is analysing his present results to 
investigate possible differences in urban, suburban and rural cooling 
rates. 

Scott MUnro is well advanced with his study of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of wheat, and the modification of the wind and temperature 
profiles downwind of a smooth-rough boundary, from results gathered 
during the 1968 McGill-Master experiment at Simcoe, Ontario . Brian 
Banks is similarly working on the results of the 1969 advection experiment 
where the transition was essentially from dry to wet instead of smooth 
to rough. The flux estimates from the latter study and those of the 
McMaster group will be used as a calibration standard against which 
to compare the performance of a modified eddy correlation instrument 
(see BULLETIN No. 6 p. 61) operated by Dr . Oke. 

The principal research activity at Mont St. Hilaire since 
the end of last July has been to test the representativeness of the 
site as a radiation station for providing basic data for studies in 
the topographic variation of short-wave radiation over this part of 
southern Quebec. This testing was carried out by establishing field 
stations at Rougemont and Yamaska, both to the east of Mont St . Hilaire, 
the former is approximately eight miles away and the latter seventeen. 
The equipment used at the field stations consisted of Lintronic dome 
solarimeters, calibrated by the manufacturers before shipment. They 
were further tested against the Kipp and Zonen pyranometers at Mont 
St. Hilaire and against each other as a further calibration check. 
From this it was apparent that one could expect approximately 10% 
accuracy from daily figures of global radiation with these instruments, 
the greatest error being during the middle of the day. Thus , they 
appear to function about as well as a bi-meta11ic actinograph which 
has been found to have a very similar relationship when tested against 
Kipp and Zonen pyranometers both at MOnt St. Hilaire and in Barbados. 

The siting of the instruments at both Rougemont and Yamaska 
was similar. Through the courtesy of M. Charron at Rougemont and Mr. 
George Reeves at Yamaska it was possible to use the flat-topped roof 
of a building, with an unobstructed skyline in both cases. Battery
operated Rustrak recorders were used to record the data . The latter 
proved satisfactory most of the time, but their operation is sensitive 
to high humidities. It was found at Rougemont and Yamaska that on some 
warm, humid days, with a vapour pressure 20 mb. or greater, the instrument 
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did not return to electrical zero, Thus it proved necessary to follow 
the technique which has been used in Barbados with similar recorders: 
dry them out at a high temperature in a drying room or oven, and then 
enclose them in watertight plastic bags for field use. This procedure 
in Barbados allows the instruments to be used for about two weeks, 
before they have to be '~e-baked". 

The experimental techniques at Rougemont and Yamaska were 
essentially the same, The dome solarimeters were mounted either 
horizontally or at an angle on a simple wooden stand made of G~oss
pieces, angled at about 200 to the horizontal. Thus measurements in 
up to four slope directions could be made at one time, The measurements 
recorded in different directions over selected periods were then 
compared either directly with corresponding measurements being made 
at MOnt St. Hilaire, or with the values of global radiation calculated 
from the MOnt St. Hilaire data. A preliminary report on some of the 
results will be found on pp. 25-29 of this BULLETIN. 

During the winter the greater part of the time devoted 
to the MOnt St. Hilaire research programme has been taken up with 
data analysis. This is prooving to be a somewhat formidable task 
since the data accumulation over the past eighteen months seems to 
have out run the capacity to maintain a corresponding analysis rate. 
Most of the chart data from the summer of 1968 and 1969 has now, 
however, been reduced and a start has been made on the preparation 
of maps of the topographic variation in southern Quebec for selected 
periods. 

In Barbados the field work in connection with the energy 
budget programme was completed last December. Since the end of last 
July, the work has been in four phases: (1) as a follow-up to the 
remote sensing experiment reported in BULLETIN No.6, pp. 61-62, a 
land use survey was made of the areas which had been traversed, and 
the different types of surface were sampled for albedo by means of a 
portable field measuring system using up and down facing Kipp and 
Zonen pyranometers; (2) a series of comparative radiation and 
energy-budget measurements were made, similar to those reported in 
BULLETIN No.5, pp. 62-64, in co-operation with the Florida State 
University Barbados Experiment; (3) a series of special radiation 
and energy budget measurements were made on the east coast of the 
island from mid-September to the end of October; and (4) a second 
remote sensing experiment (see BULLETIN No.6, pp, 61-62) was made 
during the first week of December, 

The East Coast Experiment represented a concentration of 
observation~ at a site on eastward facing slopes. Short-wave radiation 
analyses have already shown the importance to the diurnal variations 
in the radiation pattern of the radiation intensity on the east facing 
slopes during the first three or four hours after sunrise. It seemed, 
therefore, desirable to study the possible effects of this on energy 
budget conditions. 

The site chosen for this study was on open ground, with 
a grass covering interspersed with bare patches of stoney soil, 
sloping at an angle of 10° - 12° towards the east. The observation 
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station was half a mile from the sea at an altitude of approximately 
300 ft. The land behind sloped upwards to a height of 1000 ft. with 
an irregular relief due to soil erosion in the area. 

Since this experiment was the only one possible at the site, 
all available instrumei.lts (other than thosp. l1ecessary to maintain the 
base observations at Waterford) were transferred to the site. Thus a 
full range of energy budget measurements, recording mainly on Rustrak 
portable recorders and/or Thornthwaite portable systems, was made. 

The Remote Sensing experiment took place during the first 
week of December. It represents a follow-up and continuation of the 
experiment undertaken at the end of June within the framework of 
BOMEX. That experiment comprised several traverses across the island 
from east to west along the same track, and included some work to 
sample (a) the influence of atmospheric attentuation on the performance 
of a standard PRT-5 recording in the 8 II - 14 11 wave-band and (b) the 
radiative temperatures over a tropical city (Brigetown). 

Preliminary results of the June atmospheric attentuation 
experiments were sufficiently interesting and potentially so significant 
from the instrument performance viewpoint, that for the December 
experiment the Barnes Engineering Company kindly made available a 
second PRT-5 with a filter limiting the wave-length sensitivity to 
10 p- 1211 , in the centre of the "atmospheric window". This second 
instrument was mounted on one side of the aircraft and standard PRT-5, 
sensing at 81.1 - l4 )J , was mounted on the other. Both instruments 
recorded on ~ inch magnetic tape on a Metrodata System portable 
recorder installed in the aircraft. Ground truth measurements were 
maintained at Waterford and, for one day, at the East Coast site 
used in October. 

The obsevational procedures in December were essentially 
the same as those for June, but the results are potentially more 
valuable in view of the use of two PRT-5s on the aircraft (a Cessna 
150) operating at diffent spectral bands. The flying was carried 
out by Mr. Derek Leggatt, made available to the experiment through 
the courtesy of BarclaysBank Ltd., with the help of Mr. Bob Peterson, 
and the aircraft was supplied and maintained by aero Services (Barbados) 
Ltd., under the direction of Mr. Andy Stewart. Mr. MOrris Weiss, 
Chief engineer of the Barnes Engineering Co., supervised the operation 
of the PRT-5s in the air and on the ground . 

A total of 12 hours of observation was undertaken, beginning 
on Wednesday, December 3 and finishing on Sunday December 7. These 
observations consisted of: 

(1) A series of traverses following the route taken in 
June. These sampled conditions at each of the times covered in June~ 
and also included a traverse covering the l~ hours around sunrise. 

(2) Observations on the influence of atmospheric attentuation 
undertaken over the sea and the land. One series sampled the sea to 
east of the island and the land in short runs centred on Ragged point, 
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and a second series sampled the sea to the west of the island and 
over the land, centred on Waterford. In each case the aircraft 
flew for approximately one minute at each of the following levels 
above mean sea level: 8000 ft., 7000 ft. , 6000 ft" 5000 ft., 
4500 ft., 4000 ft., 3500 ft., 3000 ft . , 2500 ft., 2000 ft., 1200 ft., 
and 900 ft. Over the sea only additional measurements at 600 ft., 
300 ft., and 100 ft were made. 

(3) A systematic series of traverses at 1500 ft above mean 
sea level was made covering the entire urban area of Bridgetown. 

(4) Short t~averses from the sea and inland for one mile 
across the East Coast site at 1500 Ft. were made at the following 
times on one day (Thursday, December 4): 0630 - 0730 hours; 0900-1000 
hours; 1600-1500 hours; 1800-1900 hours. On these days hourly traverses 
on the ground using a portable PRT-5 were made from 0700 to 1900 hours 
inclusive from the beach inland to the observation station sampling 
the sandy beach, coastal vegetation, the coast road~ and the different 
grass and bare soil surfaces of the area . 

(5) A final systematic survey of the whole island was 
undertaken. This was made by east/west and north/south traverses 
along lines approximately one mile apart in each direction . 

B. J. Garnier 
Professor of Climatology 

McGill University 
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NEWS AND COMMENTS 

Dr. T. R. Oke is being sponsored by the Canada Department of Transport 
(Meteorological Branch) and the Canadi an Meteor ol ogical Society to 
conduct a cross-Canada l ecture tour on the topic "Urban Climate and 
Ai r Pollut ion". The tour includes visits to Vancouver, Edmonton , 
Regina, Wi nnipeg , Ottawa, Toronto, Montreal, Quebec , Fredericton 
and Halifax. In addition to l ecturing to each of t he Canadian 
Meteoro l ogical Society centres the tour incl udes consul tation with 
the meteoro l ogists, municipal and proci ncis l off icial s, urban pl anners 
and health off icials and seminars at most universi t i es. 

Dr. Oke has accepted a position in the Depart ment of Geography at 
the university of British Col umbia , effective Jul y 1st 1970 , where 
he will continue teaching and research in microcl i mato l ogy , especiall y 
urban cl imate. 

Professor B. J. Garnier 
Meeting of the Caribbean 
f rom January 14-17. 

represente d McGiLl Uni ver8ity at the Ninth 
Meteorological Counci l , he l d in l r inidad 

C. Kagenda-Atwoki has been awarded the M.Sc . degree in Geography 
(Cl i matology) . His thesis was entit l ed '~eather Conditions and the 
Cl imate of the Rupununi". 

l 
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